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World Irrigation Revolution (WIR)
Prof. Sekhara Gowd Mitta, Prof. Earanna. S, & Dr. Suresha K.V
Water, Water everywhere, there is no sufficient water for Irrigation. Almighty is given
plenty of water for mankind. The problem with the mankind is non-effective utilization, selfcentered thoughts at micro level made the countries to suffer.
The world organizations collectively think on these global and also country wise
irrigation problems for sufficient water for agriculture and drinking so that no country should
suffer. There is a dire need of sharing technology, science, research works for the betterment of
the globe. The countries which are having the research knowledge base have to study the
problem through their respective satellites to find the solutions. It is evident that some countries
do not have the sufficient drinking water.
In Ancient India, Rain produce revealed the technology through epics. Like this may be
other countries also have the technology which is not given importance. Almost all the advance
technology in the world already the world is reading in the form of stories of epics. The
Scientists rather than focusing on routine research, for moment sake if they think that the epics
are correct, then their focus will change to find the easy solutions. Present cloud bursting is the
old technology of epics. So, there is an urgent need of studying relevant Vedic sutras or epics
countrywide and bring into the common platform for brainstorming sessions.
Presently, in India ISRO is doing a great research work in all the fields including
irrigation. If ISRO also take the advice of epics, astrology and the world countries or the world
organizations collectively form the World Irrigation Summit- WIS to solve the irrigation
problem at global level.
The leaders of the world should study the lakes and importance of the ancient
civilizations in solving the water problem.
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